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Abstract
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Price of game

1. The price of the where is my pants will be $9.99
USA.

Dear I–PHONE app stor please accept my applicatian for publishment of my game
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How to play

1. get down load game in i- touch
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Introduction

2. lunch game

Dear app stor I want you to have my game . My
game is where is my pants. Where is my Pants is
a newwest game for the i-touch (and I-PAD, ect.).
I believe it should be publiced it the app stor. For
every1 to play the game and find my pants. Because

3. look in the screen to see if you find pants
4. touch pants to see where is my pants
5. lotta of people have pants! so keep touching
6. if the pants .
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Reasons because it should be publiced

7. ∪ can go in the next world to find more pants

1. This game it SO FUN!!
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Various pants worlds

2. ∪ can play it any time or any place

Pants can be seen in various pants worlds

3. I believe that if you put your mind to it, ∪ can
accomplish anything

1. under the sea (a.k. in the ocean)

4. There are one thousand people with i-touch (and
¡-PAD ect.) . If evry touch and/or PAD bought
this game. Then I would have at least RICH!!!!!!!

3. wisconsin

2. at the beach (any beach)
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5. I don’t know where did my pants went

APP

http://spacebar.org/pants/
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Figure 1: this is app where is my pants
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